which are born, are eliminated and the majority of those cells show the hallmark features of apoptosis [2] . Starting by looking for mutants with reduced or excessive apoptosis, the major players of the apoptotic pathway were defined. The BH3 only domain protein EGL-1 inhibits the conserved anti-apoptotic CED-9/Bcl2 cell survival protein [3, 4] . Such inhibition leads to the activation of pro-apoptotic CED-4, a protein related to mammalian Apaf-1 and likewise required for caspase activation [5] [6] [7] . In the worm, the sole major pro-apoptotic caspase is CED-3.
A recent Nature paper by Denning et al. [8] describes a novel form of developmentally regulated programed cell death in C. elegans. This cell death, which the authors refer to as cell shedding, is independent of the CED-3 caspase as well as of the three further caspases encoded in the C. elegans genome. What the authors observed is that cells are extruded from the embryo during embryogenesis. These cells often occur in groups and remain enclosed in the eggshell during embryonic development. Otherwise the morphology of those cells, the generation of which does not require any known C. elegans apoptosis proteins, appears to resemble genuine apoptotic cells. Chromatin condensation and the separation of the nuclear envelope double membrane occur, and DNA fragmentation becomes obvious upon TUNEL staining. Why were those deaths not found and followed up at an earlier stage? Cell shedding, at least in the worm, appears to be a process that occurs redundantly with the general apoptosis pathway. Only when apoptosis is blocked, cell shedding becomes obvious as the eight cells that can be eliminated by shedding normally die by apoptosis. Thus shedding can only be observed in apoptosis-defective mutants. Recording the development of apoptosis-defective mutants and tracing back the developmental origin of 'shedded' cells, it became apparent that those cells are the very same cells that are the first to normally die by apoptosis. It had been known that apoptotic cells, which fail to be engulfed at times, can be separated from the embryo [9] . However, these 'undead' cells, which the authors refer to as floaters, are morphologically distinct to shedded cells.
Denning et al. [8] went further to find the regulators of the death, which is conferred by shedding. Again the information provided by the invariant developmental lineage, and the ability to study development at the cellular level came to their aide. The authors managed to determine the cell identity of one of the shed cells. When a cell fails to be dismantled by apoptosis, it often takes the fate of its sister cell. The sister of one of the cells, which can be eliminated by apoptosis or shedding, is fated to produce the excretory cell [10] . This cell differentiates to act as the kidney of the worm, and appropriate 'tissue' specific GFP markers are known. All the authors had to do, was to look for mutants where, in the absence of apoptosis, the sister cell would not be shed and an additional excretory cells would occur. The first such mutant that they defined was pig-1, the C. elegans counterpart of mammalian MELK, a member of the AMPK-related serine threonine protein kinase family. PIG-1 regulates the asymmetric division of npg C. elegans neuroblasts, and mammalian AMPK-related kinases control cell metabolism and polarity [11] . AMPK kinases are activated via the phosphorylation of their T-loop domain by the LKB1/PAR-4 kinase, which acts in complex with STRADα and MO25α [12] . Intriguingly, human LKB1 mutations cause Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, an autosomal dominantly inherited disorder; the pathology of this syndrome includes intestinal polyps linked to excessive intestinal cells [13] . Double mutants of ced-3 with components of the worm LKB1 complex phenocopied the ced-3 pig-1 phenotype, equally leading to a reduced number of shedded cells and the ectopic generation of an additional excretory cell. Double mutant analysis and the finding that PIG-1 T-loop phosphorylation is essential for shedding confirmed that PIG-1/LKB1 acts in a linear kinase pathway needed for shedding.
The next step was to ask how these kinases might act to affect shedding. It is reasonable to postulate that components of cell-to-cell adhesion complexes might be involved in the shedding process. The authors therefore tested whether HMP-1, a C. elegans α-catenin, is expressed in shedded cells using an appropriate GFP fusion. While HMP-1::GFP is expressed at the surface of cells next to the cell fated to be shed, cells that were shed did not show such expression. In contrast, HMP-1::GFP was expressed in cells that are fated to shed, but fail to be shedded in pig-1 ced-3 double mutants. Thus, it is reasonable to postulate that PIG-1 can modulate cell shedding by supressing the appropriate expression of cell adhesion molecules.
These results are highly relevant. While cryptic death in wild-type worms by shedding might nevertheless represent a general and evolutionary conserved programmed cell death pathway. It had been previously reported that cells can be shed from epithelial cell layers [14] . Intriguingly, polyposis associated with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome might well not be solely associated with the excessive proliferation of gut epithelia, but also be linked to the reduced shedding. It will be interesting to see whether the same mechanisms uncovered in the worm also act in this or mammalian developmental systems, and whether they are relevant to cancer. Cell death by shedding adds to the repertoire of cell death mechanisms uncovered in the worm and is likely to be generally important. Previous studies already indicated that specific, non-caspase related proteases alleviated necrotic death, and studies on the demise of a single cell, the male 'linker cell', reveal an non-apoptotic death program, the morphological features of which equally appear to be conserved [15] . All in all these are exciting studies.
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